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ABSTRACT
We report the rst direct observational evidence for alignment of galaxy spin
axes with the local tidal shear eld. We measured quantitatively the strength
of this directional correlation of disk galaxies in the Tully catalog with the local
shear eld reconstructed from PSCz galaxies. The observed correlation of galaxy
spin orientations with the intrinsic shear eld is found to be signicant at more
than 4σ. Our result is consistent with the linear tidal torque model, and supports
the idea that the present galaxy spins may be used as a probe of primordial tidal
shear and mass density elds.
Subject headings: galaxies:statistics | large-scale structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
In the standard gravitational instability paradigm, the linear tidal torque theory ex-
plains the origin of the angular momentum of a galaxy as arising from its tidal coupling
with the surrounding matter at the early proto-galactic stage (Hoyle 1949; Peebles 1969;
Doroshkevich 1970; White 1984), and predicts a correlation of its spin axis with the interme-
diate principal axis of local shear (Dubinski 1992; Catelan & Theuns 1996; Lee & Pen 2000).
This correlation is intrinsic and local, and distinct from the weak gravitational lensing eect
(Crittenden et al. 2001).
An important question is whether the intrinsic alignments of proto-galaxy spins with the
tidal shear elds remain till present or not. If so, it will have a considerable impact on weak
lensing searches since the intrinsic shear eect on galaxy spins will play a role of systematic
errors. Furthermore recently Lee & Pen (2000,2001) have shown that the relatively easily
measurable galaxy spin eld can be to reconstruct the initial tidal shear and mass density
elds provided that the eect of intrinsic shear on galaxy spins persist. Early observational
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searches for the intrinsic alignment were all indirect, dealing with the galaxy spin-spin or
ellipticity-ellipticity correlations, and inconclusive (Pen et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2000). The
desirable direct detection of intrinsic correlations between the tidal shear and galaxy spin
elds requires independent measurement of the two elds.
Here we attempt to measure the tidal shear and galaxy spin elds from two independent
all-sky catalogs and measure the local directional correlations of the two elds directly. In
x2 and x3 we explain in detail the procedures of eld measurement, signal estimations and
error analysis. In x4 we summarize the results and conclude this Letter.
2. FIELD MEASUREMENTS
2.1. Tidal Shear Field from the PSCz Catalog
One would like to measure the intrinsic shear in the initial Lagrangian eld, which is,
however, practically impossible to derive from present observational data. What one can do
at most is to measure the Eulerian shear and approximate the Lagrangian shear to it. This
approximation can be optimized by applying a Wiener lter to the observational data.
For the measurement of shear, we have used the PSCz (a complete redshift survey from
the IRAS Point Source Catalog) data, which provides a flux-limited all-sky catalog of 15500
galaxies detected by IRAS. It covers 84% of the sky down to a flux limit of 0.6 Jy at 60µm.
The remaining 16% of the sky is a gap region containing the galactic plane and survey gaps
excluded in the PSCz (Saunders et al. 2000).
The flux-limited catalog is not a homogeneous sample since the fraction of galaxies ob-
served decreases with distance. For the measurement of tidal shear, it is statistically simpler
to use a volume-limited sample where the fraction of galaxies is constant with distance. We
converted the flux limited PSCz catalog into volume-limited samples by dividing the whole
volume into 7 spherical shells of distance range [0, 50], [50, 75], [75, 100], [100, 125], [125, 150],
[150, 175] and [175, 200] (in units of h−1Mpc) and including only galaxies luminous enough
to be above the flux limit if placed at the outer edge of each volume (Yahil et al. 1001).
This conversion of the flux limited sample into the volume limited sample is identical to that
performed for the PSCz data by Szapudi et al. (2000). We ended up with 7 volume-limited
samples containing 1730, 1541, 1356, 1001, 701, 586 and 442 galaxies respectively.
We rst measure the raw density eld δ(x) of a chosen PSCz sample (say, V ), assuming
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δD(x− xi)− 1, for x 2 V
= 0 otherwise (1)
where δD is the Dirac-delta function, and ρ0 is the mean number density of galaxies of the
sample V . We calculate the raw density eld of each sample separately as if there were no
mass source outside the sample under consideration.
To minimize the shot noise due to the nite number of mass sources and optimize the
approximation of the Lagrangian shear to the Eulerian shear, we convolve this density eld
with the Wiener lter. We nd that the Wiener lter consistent with the PSCz data has the





with A = 0.903 2pi2 (4.43)1.8. Here Ak−1.2 represents the galaxy power spectrum derived
from the PSCz galaxy correlation function ξg(r) = (
r
r0
)−1.8 with the correlation length scale
of r0 = 4.43h
−1Mpc (Saunders et al. 2000), while ρ−10 is the noise power spectrum derived
from the Poissonian distribution. It is worth mentioning that each sample has a dierent
Wiener lter distinguished by a dierent value of ρ0. The value of ρ0 for each PSCz sample is
calculated to be 3.6210−3, 1.4210−3, 0.6210−3, 0.2910−3, 0.1510−3, 0.0810−3, 0.04
10−3 h3Mpc−3 respectively.
Since the gravitational potential φ(x) is the Laplacian of the density eld, the Wiener
ltered gravitational potential is written in Fourier space as φ(k) = k−2δ(k)W (k). Dening
a modied Wiener lter ~W as ~W (k) = k−2W (k), one can say that the Wiener ltered
gravitational potential is nothing but the density eld convolved with ~W such that φ(x) =∫
V
δ(x0)W (x− x0)d3x0.



























where R1 and R2 are the inner and outer radii of V . Note that equation (eq. [3]) represents
the individual gravitational potential due to the mass density of the chosen sample V at
some eld point x. Here the eld point x is not only inside V but anywhere. The total
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gravitational potential at x will be the super-positions of all the gravitational potentials
calculated from the seven PSCz samples separately.
The desired tidal shear eld is now given as the second derivative of the total gravita-





Computing the dierentiation analytically and performing the integration and summation
numerically in equation (4), we nally determine the tidal shear eld. It is also worth
mentioning that in the determination of shear at some chosen eld point we exclude the
contribution from such PSCz galaxy that overlaps with the given eld point in order to
avoid the self gravity.
There are, however, two sources of bias in the measurement of tidal shear from the
volume-limited sample of the discrete galaxies. They are the existence of a gap region
excluded in the PSCz and the redshift distortion eect. Especially the second one introduces
a signicant bias in the orientation of the shear principal axes along the line of sight. These
systematic errors should be eliminated in order to avoid any false signal. We have taken the
following steps to minimize the errors.
First, we compensate for the existence of the gap by adding the gap contribution to the
total mass density, assuming a uniform mass distribution in the gap. Basically we divide
the gap region of each sample into small pixels and regard each pixel as a mock galaxy.
Then we calculate the mean number density of the gap and repeat the process of nding the
smoothed gravitational potential at a given eld point due to the gap mass density. We add
this \gap-potential" part to the original potential (eq. [3]).
Second, we cancel out the redshift distortion bias in the determination of shear by
readjusting the shear principal axes to have a statistically isotropic distribution. We rst
measure the angle between the intermediate principal axis of each shear and the line-of-
sight direction (say, θ) and then record the relative ranking order of θ’s. Since the redshift
distortion is not expected to change the relative ranking order of θ’s, we regard the measured
ranking order as the true order. Keeping the relative ranking order, we adjust cos θ to have
a uniform distribution in the range of [−1, 1]. The intermediate axis is rst adjusted since
it has the dominant eect on the spin alignment.
The major axis is then adjusted by the same method but with one extra constraint that it
should remain orthogonal to the intermediate axis. In a few cases when the readjusted major
axis can not become orthogonal to the adjusted intermediate axis, we choose an arbitrary
random vector orthogonal to the intermediate axis as an major axis. Finally the minor axis
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of each shear is uniquely determined by the orthogonality condition. As a result each shear
has ended up having a statistically unbiased orientation and thus the whole shear eld has a
one-point distribution function consistent with randomly aligned tensors. We note that the
above steps minimize the systematic bias in the measurement of shear orientation but also
lower the inferred strength of intrinsic shear eects since the shear axes may deviate further
from the real orientations.
Finally we renormalize the resulting shears into the unit traceless shear since our even-
tual interest is not in the magnitudes but the axis orientation of the tidal shear. Hereafter,
shear refers to a unit traceless shear tensor.
2.2. Galaxy Spin Field from the Tully catalog
Pen et al. (2001) have already measured the galaxy spin eld of the nearby universe.
Adopting the same spin eld, we review the work of Pen et al. briefly in this section.
The unit galaxy spins have been measured at the positions of 12122 disk galaxies from
the Tully galaxy catalog. The disk galaxies are selected in the catalog as galaxies being spiral
type (Sa-Sm) (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). It is a data set from a full-sky shallow survey
for which the distortion eect on the galaxy spin axis from the weak gravitational lensing is
expected to be negligible (Crittenden et al. 2001).
The unit spin vector of each disk galaxy is initially estimated from the major-minor
axis ratio and the position angle, assuming that a disk galaxy is an innitely thin disk with
its spin axis perpendicular to the disk plane. The measured axis ratio and position angle of
a disk galaxy determine the inclination and orientation angles of the disk. The inclination
angle (say, α) is only determined up to a sign ambiguity. We take into account this sign
ambiguity in the determination of line-of-sight component of a unit spin, and construct two
unit spin vectors at each Tully galaxy position. Therefore we end up with twice as many
unit spins as Tully galaxies.
Real disk galaxies, however, are not innitely thin disks. Their intrinsic thickness and
deviation in shape from a perfect ellipse create biases in the statistical distribution of inclina-
tion angles. Although this statistical bias has a dierent source from the redshift distortions,
its eect on the galaxy spin axis can be removed by the same procedure that we use for the
adjustment of shear principal axis. We adjust cosα to have a uniform distribution in range
of [−1, 1], as would be the unbiased case.
This statistical bias might depend on both the galaxy distance and Hubble type (intrinsic
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morphology). We divide the Tully galaxies into the same distance bins, resulting in ve non-
zero samples. The number of the included galaxies, the distance range of each Tully sample
are listed in the 1st and 2nd columns of Table 1. For each Tully sample, we carry out the
uniform redistribution of galaxy inclination angles within each Hubble type separately.
Now, with the independently measured tidal shear and galaxy spin elds, we can es-
timate the strength of intrinsic shear eect on galaxy spins at each position of the Tully
galaxies.
3. INTRINSIC SHEAR EFFECT
3.1. Observed Signal
Lee & Pen (2000) have shown that the intrinsic shear eect on galaxy spins can be
quantied by one dimensionless parameter, a, in the range [0, 0.6]. Higher values of a repre-
sent stronger correlations. The limiting case a = 0.6 would be achieved only if the shear and
inertia tensors of proto-galaxies were mutually uncorrelated and there were no non-linear
eects on the galaxy spin orientations. In reality, however, the initial shear and inertia ten-
sors are strongly correlated (Lee & Pen 2000), and there are always non-linear eects such
as galaxy-galaxy interactions that may modify the intrinsic alignments of galaxy spins with
the tidal shears in the post recollapse epoch. Thus one may expect the average value of a
in the observed universe to be lower than 0.6, with values of a = 0.24 inferred from angular
momenta of dark halos in simulations (Lee & Pen 2000).
The optimal estimation formula for the parameter a has been derived (Lee & Pen 2000)
to be






where fλ^ig are the three eigenvalues of shear, and (L^i) is the unit spin vector measured
in the shear principal axis frame. The associated statistical uncertainty is also found
(Lee & Pen 2001) to be σ = 2/
p
5N where N is the total number of the unit spin vec-
tors. Each galaxy is used twice, once for each degenerate orientation. We have veried
numerically that using N given by twice the number of galaxies correctedly reproduces the
standard deviation for an uncorrelated sample.
We calculate the values of a at the positions of all Tully galaxies using this formula, and
averaged them within each sample separately. Table 1 lists the observed signal aobs of each
sample in the 3rd column. The results from each Tully sample except for the 1st one are
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consistent with one another, detecting a nonzero signal of a few percent. The 1st sample,
however, does not show any signal of intrinsic shear eect. The rst sample includes all
the nearest disk galaxies in the Tully catalog, even very faint or very small galaxies. The
smaller galaxies experience tidal torques on smaller scales that cannot be well determined
by the large scale tidal eld, which could contribute to a reduced correlation signal. There
might also be sample variance, or environmental eects in the rst sample that we have been
unaware of. We censored the rst sample result from the remaining statistics.
When combining the samples, two weightings are possible: if one had very high signal
to noise in each sample, one would give each bin a weight proportional to its volume. In the
limit of very low signal-to-noise, one should weight them by their Poissonian error bars. In
the rst choice, the smallest sample also has by far the smallest weight. Since structures are
coherent on scales of many Mpc, the \cosmic variance" is large in the small bin. A detailed
quantitative maximum likelihood analysis is beyond the scope of this letter. It should be
clear, however, that the hypothesis that galaxies are randomly aligned in the shear principal
frame is ruled out but Table 1.
We have also checked the eect of measurement errors in the axis ratios and position
angles of Tully galaxies on the observed signal of intrinsic shear eect. Given the average
mean errors of axis ratio and position angle (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991), we have calculated
the propagation error due to measurement inaccuracy and found it to be small, less than
10% of the signal for every sample. The inaccuracy involved in the measurements of axis
ratio and position angle of the Tully galaxies does not change the statistical signicance of
the observed signal.
Fig. 1 we plot a plane-of-sky map of the Tully unit spins in the distance range [98−100]
h−1 Mpc in galactic coordinates to illustrate a statistical sample of intrinsic shear eect.
Each smaller black ellipse represents the projected thin disk approximation of a Tully galaxy
with its actual position angle and axis ratio of the readjusted inclination angle, while the
larger concentric green ellipse at the same point represents the mock image of the galaxy if
it were perfectly aligned with the intermediate principal axis of the shear tensor. The red
crosses mark the positions of PSCz source galaxies in the same distance range. The intrinsic
shear eect exist in a statistical sense, and are not easily discernible to the eye. The scatter
of each realization from the average is rather large even in an ideal linear tidal torque model.
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3.2. Rescaled Signal
In our analysis the shear eld has been convolved by the adaptive Wiener-lter to
minimize noise, but the full strength of intrinsic shear eect should be measured from the
shear eld smoothed with a top-hat galactic radius. The observed signal can be rescaled to
compensate for the dierence between the Wiener ltering scale and the tophat smoothing
scale (Lee & Pen 2001). We derive a formula to rescale the observed signal aobs into the full






where δw and σw are the density and the rms density fluctuations respectively for the case
of Wiener ltering while δth and σth are for the case of top-hat ltering on galactic radius.
Approximating the density power spectrum on galactic scales as a power law P (k) = k−2,
and using a top-hat radius of 0.55h−1 Mpc which corresponds to the typical size of a galaxy
halo (Bardeen et al. 1986), we rescale the observed signals from each sample separately by
equation (6) (see 4th column of Table 1). Treating the rescaled signals ai as the results from
independent measurements with uncorrelated errors σi, we compute the weighted average










where σi represents the rescaled statistical error of each sample. The signal from the rst
sample has been excluded in the evaluation of a since its statistical weight should be domi-
nated by cosmic variance as mentioned above.
Finally we have found the rescaled value of a averaged over the samples by equation
(7) to be a = 0.17  0.04. The error 0.04 is given as σ = [∑5i=2(1/σ2i )]−1/2. It is a 4σ
signal of intrinsic correlations between the tidal shear and galaxy spin elds. As a test, we
have repeated the whole process using shued galaxy spins. We shue the axial ratio and
position angles of the Tully galaxies randomly and re-measure the spin eld. If the 4σ signal
were spurious from unidentied systematic artefact’s, then the signal might not disappear
even with the shued data. We found that the signal indeed dropped consistent with zero
within 1σ once the spins were shued.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an observational evidence for the existence of intrinsic shear eect
on present-day galaxy spin orientations. We have used current observational data (the
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PSCz and the Tully galaxy catalogs) to measure the tidal shear and the galaxy spin elds
independently, and measured the strength of intrinsic shear eect directly. We have used
ve samples in dierent distant range and measured the signal of each sample separately.
All the samples except for the innermost one have produced non-negligible signal of intrinsic
shear eects on galaxy spins, and thus we have been able to rule out the null hypothesis
that galaxy spins are randomly aligned in the tidal shear eld. The mean strength of the
signal averaged over the four samples except for the innermost one has been shown to be
signicant at 4σ condence level.
This result is consistent with the linear tidal torque model based on the gravitational
instability. It also hints that the present galaxy spin eld might be used as a probe to measure
the initial tidal shear and mass density elds, and eventually map the three dimensional
matter distribution of the universe (Lee & Pen 2001).
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Table 1: Observed and rescaled signal of intrinsic shear
# of galaxies r aobs a
(h−1Mpc)
5727 0-50 (0.1 0.8) 10−2 0.003 0.03
3336 50-75 (3.2 1.1) 10−2 0.14 0.05
1940 75-100 (4.6 1.4) 10−2 0.24 0.07
898 100-125 (1.4 2.1) 10−2 0.10 0.14
221 125-150 (3.0 4.3) 10−2 0.25 0.34
Note: a has been found to be 0.17 0.04. The signal of the rst sample was not used in the
calculation of a, since its statistical weight should be dominated by cosmic variance.
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Fig. 1.| The two-dimensional illustration for dierent realizations of intrinsic shear eect.
It is an Aito projected sky map in galactic coordinates within distance range [98-100] h−1
Mpc. The smaller black ellipses correspond to the actual alignment of disk galaxies while
the green larger ellipses represent the expectation value of predicted disk alignments where
spins are perfectly aligned with the intermediate principal axes of tidal shears. The black
ellipses are determined using the observed position angles and axis ratios rescaled to the thin
disk model. The red crosses show the positions of PSCz galaxies in the same distance range.
